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Abstract 

 Journalism robot by using a computer algorithm, while maintaining the precision and reliability of the 

existing media refers to an article which is automatically created. In this paper, we introduce ‘stock robot' of 

robot journalism which writes securities articles and describe artificial intelligence algorithms in stages. Key 

steps of stock robot implemented artificial intelligence algorithm through four steps of data collection and 

storage, key event extraction, article content production, and article production. This research has developed a 

stock robot that collects and analyzes data on social issues and stock indexes for the last 2 years. In the future, 

as the algorithm is further developed, it becomes possible to write securities articles quickly and accurately 

through social issues. It will also provide customized information tailored to the user's preferences. 
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1. Introduction 

The reason that a robot automatically writes articles instead of a human is to solve a problem of how to 

immediately write a news when an event occurs, how to easily write a news that happens repetitively with a 

certain pattern, and how to quickly write a volume of news without much human labor input.  

A ‘stock robot’ presented in this paper is not a humanoid robot but rather a computer software which can 

automatically write its own articles by managing and analyzing related data. A series of stages processed by 

this software is called algorithm. The first research of AI robot journalism with an algorithm automatically 

creating articles was an academic project called ‘StatsMonkey’ by Northwestern University. The purpose of 

this study was for a robot to systematically write an article by using data of baseball game statistics and box 

scores—a chart recording a player’s play. Associated Press (AP), international news agency, only wrote on 

average of 300 articles per quarter in 2014; but after AP introduced a news article writing software 

‘WordSmith’, the number of articles per quarter had gone up to 4,300. Since WordSmith spends only a few 

seconds to finish one article and can write as many articles as possible, it is usefully utilized in an area where 

promptness is necessary.  

Also, robot journalism can help people find more meaningful news from discovering events that can turn 

into a news and from analyzing social and personal activity data, which becomes a strong advantage for 
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robot journalism to grow into a customized news service for the users.  

Having been used in various areas, robot journalism tracks down and analyzes news items in real time and 

composes an article faster and more accurate than other newspaper publishing companies can. It also 

provides a customized news service based on clients’ preferences. 

Hence, in this paper, we will develop a stock robot which automatically writes an article, tailored to users’ 

preferences, using stock index data where promptness is considered important. People think that a security 

market and social issues are closely related; so we are here to propose a new robot journalism model ‘stock 

robot’ which compares and analyzes social issues and stock indexes and a correlation of them for recent two 

years instead of simply using data of financial market. 

 
2. Proposal of the Model 

Stock robot is composed of 4 key steps: 1) data collection and storage, 2) key event extraction, 3) article 

content production, and 4) article production. 

This study was not based on simple data but data analysis of three types of stock market indices and social 

issues that had influenced in stock prediction. We classified the market data into 1) KOSPI, 2) KOSPI Top 5 

(Samsung Electronics, SK Hynix, KEPCO, Hyundai Motors, NAVER), and 3) market sector indices and 

made an AI stock robot algorithm based on them (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1. Implementation Algorithm of Stock Robot 

 

3. Test and Result 

3.1. Data Collection and Storage 
 

At the first stage Data Collection and Storage, a stock robot collects data from websites with a webcrawler 

and saves them on its server. Data collection can be done in two ways: use the API provided by the service 

or collect pages of certain websites and select needed data among them. 

In this research, we collected the data of KOSPI, KOSPI Top 5 index, and market sector indices on a daily 

basis for last two years using the OpenAPI provided by KIWOOM Securities Co., Ltd. with C++; then we 
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connected and stored the data in MysqlDB. We selected necessary data for the research among numerous 

data offered by KIWOOM Securities’ OpenAPI and saved them as an Excel file. After that we defined and 

linked each table to MysqlDB and stored all collected data in each table based on its characteristic as shown 

in fig. 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Stock Data Stored in DB 
 

3.2. Key Event Extraction 

The key of robot journalism development is a development of algorithm which extracts and selects core 

data with certain rules set up based on collected data. The algorithm classifies the data collected from a 

previous stage by each factor, finds correlations, and defines each characteristic. 

For this research, we organized important social issues happened in 2015 and 2016, searched in NAVER 

news and Big Kinds (Figure 3). 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Social issues in 2015,2016 
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We could easily find that traditional stock market news was made up of a lot of articles talking about a 

correlation between social issues and stock prices. In order to write an article like the traditional ones, we 

extracted core events collected by a stock robot which can analyze the changes in indices and write an article 

regarding its cause and result instead of simply listing the data. We made a chart of the dates of daily 

collected data and that of social issues. The rates of changes in stock market indices between the dates of 

social issues happened and next days were calculated, and the reaction of the stock market to social issues 

were analyzed as well.  

The result of KOSPI and social issues analysis is shown in Figure 4. We can clearly see that KOSPI either 

rises or falls depending on whether a social issue has a positive or negative effect on the market.  
 

 
Figure 4. Changes in KOSPI Index by Social Issues 

 

However, the results shown in Figure 5 and 6 are little different from that of a KOSPI case. Since one 

social issue can affect both positively and negatively on different sectors, it is possible to see different 

correlations of social issues and KOSPI Top 5 and various market sectors from a correlation of social issues 

and KOSPI. 
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Figure 5. Changes in ospi Top Event by Social Issues 

 

 
Figure 6. Change by industry According to Social Issues in 2015  
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3.3. Article Content Production 

Next is the Article Content Production stage where a robot decides which perspective to take and writes a 

draft using an article template. When writing an article, it is necessary to look at an event from diverse 

perspectives to build and deliver a story. Instead of simply listing the data, a robot analyzed many 

issue-related articles and sections on webpages to create a proper template and weaved a story from a 

human’s perspective based on data analysis. 

“[stock robot] On OO OO, OOOO (date), OOOOO affected KOSPI by OOO%, Samsung Elec. by OOO%, 

SK Hynix by OOO%, KEPCO by OOO%, Hyundai Motors by OOO%, and NAVER by OOO%. Also, the 

index of OO sector went up, and the index of OO sector went down.” 

In this paper, we created a template for each stock market index using five W’s and one H and input 

corresponding data to produce an article content. 

We completed a total of four templates, three for individual indices and one for the overall.  

“[stock robot-KOSPI] On OO OO, OOOO (date), due to OOOOO (event), KOSPI went OO by OOO%.” 

“[stock robot-KOSPI Top 5] On OO OO, OOOO (date), OOOOO affected Samsung Elec. by OOO%, SK 

Hynix by OOO%, KEPCO by OOO%, Hyundai Motors by OOO%, and NAVER by OOO%.” 

“[stock robot-Market Sector Index] On OO OO, OOOO (date), due to OOOOO, the index of OO sector 

went up, and the index of OO sector went down.” 

All O parts in each template are to be substituted with actual data. 

 

3.4. Article Production 

Article Production is a final stage of writing an article with core events selected through the Article 

Content Production stage. We did not upload an article on a website but used Twitter as a platform for this 

study. In order to upload an article on Twitter, the API of Twitter is required. To use this API, a developer 

must register first and be certified. Among many libraries which can be generated with C++, we considered 

Twitcurl as a proper library for the research. An error occurred when we tried to upload an article in Korean 

since the language uses CP949 format. We converted it to utf-8 and were able to upload an article to Twitter 

without any error. 
 

 
Figure 7. Article of Stock Robot 

 

4. Verification 

To verify the study, we invited journalists of Hansei University Newspaper. The journalists were asked to 

write an article with a similar length of what a stock robot would write. Table 1 shows how long it took for 

each person and a stock robot to finish the writing. A stock robot only spent 7 seconds, 10 times faster than 

the journalists with the average of 7.5 minutes per article. When an issue occurs, a stock robot can write over 

50 articles while a journalist writes only one article. However, what a journalist wrote was much more 

natural in overall; a template style a robot used was very limited, and a robot only could input the data 
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regarding a template instead of speaking its own words. We expect these weaknesses to be improved through 

more analysis and studies of gigas of data. 

 

Table 1. Research Verification 

Hansei Univ. Journalists Stock Robot 

Subject 
Time Spent 

(journalist activity period) 
Subject Time Spent 

A 
8min 

(16months) 

Stock Robot 7sec B 
7min 

(34 months) 

C 
7min 

(36 months) 

 
5. Conclusion 

A study of robot journalism has just started. As time goes by, we will continuously face people’s prejudice 

against robot journalism, limits of the applicable area, and a lack of ethical judgement when articles are made 

solely based on data. Also, people have already voiced concerns about the side effect of introducing a robot 

which can substitute humans’ mental and physical works. 

In this paper, we studied the algorithm of very basic robot journalism with the data for the 2015-2016 

biennium. It took 7 seconds on average for a robot to write an article with stored data, which is at least five 

times faster than a journalist does. With this speed, a stock robot can write a lot more texts than journalists, 

of course. However, we should not overlook that the flow of articles is not smooth enough, and due to some 

technological limitations, the system might cause an error or miss important information. More studies must 

be conducted focusing on how to customize an article and how to write as many articles as possible without 

any labor force when an event happens in real time. As more data analysis and technical development take 

place, more abundant and natural articles would be made, and it will eventually make a more accurate 

customized news service that would solve people’s doubt on its accuracy and reliability. If the interest 

continues and more related studies are conducted, the era of robot journalism will come in the near future 

where an article by a stock robot is not much different from one by a journalist. 
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